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Quark Author is a browser-based, structur ed authoring tool for creating smart-
schema content that contains auto-generated XML metadata. It pr ovides an efficient, 
intuitive and dynamic authoring experience in a wor d-pr ocessor-lik e environment 
accessible from multiple devices, so non-technical subject-matter exper ts (SMEs) 
can rapidly create and publish complex content, such as financial and inv estment 
reports, standard operating procedures, legal and legislativ e documents, training  
manuals and more. Part of Quark Publishing Platform (QPP), Quark A uthor enables 
the creation of modular, metadata-driv en and compliance-contr olled content 
components that can be reused across the organization to ensur e omnichannel 
publishing accuracy and consistency . Internal review-and-appr oval processes are 
built into the automated workflows to r educe time to market. 

Benefits/Results

Key Features

• Enable SMEs to author componentized content that
contains auto-generated XML metadata.

• Create highly technical content without any XML or
schema expertise using the customizable Quark
Smart Content schema.

• Easily author complex, compliance-controlled
documents for regulated environments.

• Reuse content components across multiple content
types for omnichannel publishing.

Tag components with rich metadata for enhanced•
context and meaning, plus easy sear ch and reuse.

Dynamically update components acr oss all content that•
uses them, eliminating the r eview-and- r eplacement
process for each piece of content.

Facilitate collaboration acr oss departments and with•
external stakeholders to reduce review-and-appr oval
cycles.

Automate structured, modularized content creation processes, including authoring, formatting, collaborating,  
previewing, publishing and setting parameters for r euse with Quark Author. Its key features include: 

Modularized Content: Author structur ed, dynamic content  
components that contain auto-generated XML, such as  
sections, paragraphs, lists, tables, char ts and images, for 
easy assembly and omnichannel output.  

Guided Authoring Experience: Format different content 
components with a unique y et consistent property 
structure, so authors always populate them corr ectly 
(e.g., a procedure section could include a title,  
description, steps and sub-steps).  

Reuse of Content Components: Easily reuse content 
components across documents and channels (e.g.,  
create a new section within a document b y directly 
inserting any section alr eady created and stored in QPP). 

Metadata & Taxonomy: Tag content with read-only or  
editable metadata at the section, paragraph and  
character level to add critical context and meaning,  
safeguarding security and compliance and making it easy  
to locate important content assets.  



If a quark – in science – is the basis for all matter, then Quark – the company – is the 
basis for all content. The company revolutionized desktop publishing and today 
provides content automation, intelligence and design software for end-to-e nd content 
lifecycle management. Customers worldwide rely on Quark to modernize their content 
ecosystems so they can create complex print and digital layouts, automate 
omnichannel publishing of mission-critical documents, and analyze production and 
engagement insights for the greatest return on their content investments. 
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Key Features (cont’d)

Compliance Validation: Create customized content 
validation rules to ensure that terminology complies with 
regulatory guidelines or  that required sect ions or topics 
are included (e.g.,  legal disclosures).  

Real-Time, Omnichannel Previews: See how content wi ll 
look across numerous channels , with a comprehensive 
preview as well as previews at the page, section and 
sub-section level , reducing review-and-approval  cycles 
and optimizing the author experience. 

Tables, Charts, Graphs & Lists: Generate tables, charts 
and graphs from Excel or other data form, includi ng 
preconfigured table templates. Ordered, unordered and 
nested lists also are supported.  

Images, Video & Interactive Elements: Enhance your 
content by adding video,  audio, slideshows, animations 
and more.  

Component Tracking: Know which components are being 
used, what content uses each component and 
understand content engagement from inside the authoring 
tool.

Component Pinning: Pin certain content components to  
prevent them from dynamically updating acr oss every 
document that uses them (e.g., fund per formance on a 
specific date).  

Hyperlinking & Cross-Referencing: Easily create 
hyperlinks to other documents and r esources or cross-
reference other sections of the same document.  

Content Review & Comparison: Collect and review all 
feedback to determine which changes to k eep or reject, 
and compare versions of the same document in simple  
“track changes” view that clearly shows who made what  
changes and where.  

Version Control: Keep track of all changes made by 
editors and easily r evert to old versions of content at 
any time.  

Collaboration: Streamline content creation, review and 
approval workflows, allowing different authors to work on  
different document sections with permissions contr ol 
(e.g., only the legal team can work on legal sections).

Let Quark help you automate all the stages of content lifecycle management: creation, 
collaboration, assembly, publishing and analysis. Request a demo of Quark Author with 
Quark Publishing Platform. 

https://www.quark.com/quark-publishing-platform-demo/
https://www.quark.com/quark-publishing-platform-demo/
https://www.quark.com/quark-publishing-platform-demo/



